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Derryl James is shown watching a police dashboard video of his beating at the handsDerryl James is shown watching a police dashboard video of his beating at the hands
of Minneapolis police officers on Feb. 19, 2009.of Minneapolis police officers on Feb. 19, 2009.
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Although he said publicly that he was concerned about how much force hisAlthough he said publicly that he was concerned about how much force his

officers used in the videotaped beating of a motorist last year — and asked forofficers used in the videotaped beating of a motorist last year — and asked for

an FBI probe — Minneapolis Chief of Police Tim Dolan has privately told hisan FBI probe — Minneapolis Chief of Police Tim Dolan has privately told his

department there was no wrongdoing.department there was no wrongdoing.

In a memo he sent out last week, Dolan said the seven officers involved in theIn a memo he sent out last week, Dolan said the seven officers involved in the

February 2009 beating of Derryl Jenkins “were doing what they were taught” andFebruary 2009 beating of Derryl Jenkins “were doing what they were taught” and

that “none of them were disciplined.”that “none of them were disciplined.”

A patrolman had stopped Jenkins for speeding, but he called for backup afterA patrolman had stopped Jenkins for speeding, but he called for backup after

Jenkins refused to follow commands to stay in his car and hand over his driver’sJenkins refused to follow commands to stay in his car and hand over his driver’s

license. Within seconds, other officers arrived, punching and kicking Jenkins untillicense. Within seconds, other officers arrived, punching and kicking Jenkins until

he needed medical attention.he needed medical attention.

Moments later, one of the cops involved allegedly sent a text message to aMoments later, one of the cops involved allegedly sent a text message to a

colleague describing it as “A GOOD FIGHT.”colleague describing it as “A GOOD FIGHT.”

Cameras mounted on the dashboards of the police cars that responded caughtCameras mounted on the dashboards of the police cars that responded caught

the scene, and the film sparked outrage when it was made public by an attorneythe scene, and the film sparked outrage when it was made public by an attorney

for Jenkins. The video is still posted online at sites such as YouTube.for Jenkins. The video is still posted online at sites such as YouTube.

Jenkins sued the officers and the city. In June, the city settled with him forJenkins sued the officers and the city. In June, the city settled with him for

$150,000 and paid $85,000 for his attorneys.$150,000 and paid $85,000 for his attorneys.

Several sources provided Dolan’s memo to the Pioneer Press.Several sources provided Dolan’s memo to the Pioneer Press.

Robert Bennett, one of Jenkins’ lawyers, said that the chief’s memo came as littleRobert Bennett, one of Jenkins’ lawyers, said that the chief’s memo came as little

surprise and that he’s concerned about the lack of discipline for the officerssurprise and that he’s concerned about the lack of discipline for the officers

involved.involved.

“We’ve seen a couple of e-mails now, (Mike) Sauro’s and Dolan’s, and I’m not sure“We’ve seen a couple of e-mails now, (Mike) Sauro’s and Dolan’s, and I’m not sure

that we’re any further down the road in protecting Minneapolis or its citizens,”that we’re any further down the road in protecting Minneapolis or its citizens,”

Bennett said. “Why would he send it to the FBI if he thought it was notBennett said. “Why would he send it to the FBI if he thought it was not

disciplinable?”disciplinable?”

Bennett was referring, in part, to a memo Minneapolis police Lt. Mike SauroBennett was referring, in part, to a memo Minneapolis police Lt. Mike Sauro

wrote shortly after the incident. In it, Sauro derided Jenkins and his lawyers aswrote shortly after the incident. In it, Sauro derided Jenkins and his lawyers as

money-hungry, said FBI agents were impotent know-nothings and complainedmoney-hungry, said FBI agents were impotent know-nothings and complained

that “experts” who had voiced concern over the level of violence in the videothat “experts” who had voiced concern over the level of violence in the video

were inexperienced.were inexperienced.

Sauro, a supervisor in the department’s Fourth Precinct, wrote that Jenkins was aSauro, a supervisor in the department’s Fourth Precinct, wrote that Jenkins was a

threat to officers and that he got the response his behavior called for.threat to officers and that he got the response his behavior called for.
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“What I observed was a controlled use of force by a group of highly trained“What I observed was a controlled use of force by a group of highly trained

professional police officers,” he said in the memo.professional police officers,” he said in the memo.

Officers Get Benefit Of Doubt / Dolan’s memo comes less than two months afterOfficers Get Benefit Of Doubt / Dolan’s memo comes less than two months after

a federal court jury ruled that Minneapolis should pay $1.8 million to the mothera federal court jury ruled that Minneapolis should pay $1.8 million to the mother

of a man shot seven times and killed by two Minneapolis officers in 2006. Theof a man shot seven times and killed by two Minneapolis officers in 2006. The

civil jury concluded the shooting of Dominic Felder could not have happened thecivil jury concluded the shooting of Dominic Felder could not have happened the

way the officers testified it did, and they found the officers had used excessiveway the officers testified it did, and they found the officers had used excessive

force.force.

The two officers have not been disciplined in the shooting. The city has asked aThe two officers have not been disciplined in the shooting. The city has asked a

judge to reduce the jury award, saying Felder’s life was worth only $105,300 injudge to reduce the jury award, saying Felder’s life was worth only $105,300 in

compensatory and punitive damages.compensatory and punitive damages.

Dolan declined to be interviewed on the subject, according to police Sgt. WilliamDolan declined to be interviewed on the subject, according to police Sgt. William

Palmer, a spokesman for the department.Palmer, a spokesman for the department.

Palmer said Dolan’s memo was meant to underscore to officers that thePalmer said Dolan’s memo was meant to underscore to officers that the

department had reviewed its use-of-force policy to make sure it complied withdepartment had reviewed its use-of-force policy to make sure it complied with

current court rulings and “national best practices.”current court rulings and “national best practices.”

In the message, sent out Dec. 1, Dolan wrote, “Doing what is right does not meanIn the message, sent out Dec. 1, Dolan wrote, “Doing what is right does not mean

that we compromise on officer safety. We expect reasonable actions within thethat we compromise on officer safety. We expect reasonable actions within the

law and our policies, and the bottom line is that reasonableness still rules thelaw and our policies, and the bottom line is that reasonableness still rules the

day even if a policy is violated. Your actions should be based on observed andday even if a policy is violated. Your actions should be based on observed and

documented facts and perceptions.”documented facts and perceptions.”

He noted that laws “go to great length to respect your actions based on yourHe noted that laws “go to great length to respect your actions based on your

perceptions at the time of the incident. However, those perceptions still need toperceptions at the time of the incident. However, those perceptions still need to

stand up to the test of reasonableness and truthfulness.”stand up to the test of reasonableness and truthfulness.”

Dolan also said he gave officers the benefit of the doubt and believes themDolan also said he gave officers the benefit of the doubt and believes them

“unless it is proved not to be true.”“unless it is proved not to be true.”

‘All A Sham’ / In a statement he released after the Jenkins video was made public,‘All A Sham’ / In a statement he released after the Jenkins video was made public,

Dolan said that while the initial patrolman’s actions “appear to be veryDolan said that while the initial patrolman’s actions “appear to be very

appropriate,” the behavior of the other officers, “specifically the kicking of theappropriate,” the behavior of the other officers, “specifically the kicking of the

suspect, give me concern.”suspect, give me concern.”

He said he was so troubled by it that he was asking the FBI to investigate it. HeHe said he was so troubled by it that he was asking the FBI to investigate it. He

also said the department’s internal affairs and training units also would look intoalso said the department’s internal affairs and training units also would look into

it.it.

So far, no federal charges have been filed in the case, and an FBI spokesman didSo far, no federal charges have been filed in the case, and an FBI spokesman did

not return a call for comment.not return a call for comment.
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But Dolan makes clear in his memo that the department’s own inquiry foundBut Dolan makes clear in his memo that the department’s own inquiry found

nothing wrong.nothing wrong.

“It was about a year ago when we went through a lot of angst with the Jenkins“It was about a year ago when we went through a lot of angst with the Jenkins

video,” the memo said. “I thought we were using excessive force in some groupvideo,” the memo said. “I thought we were using excessive force in some group

arrests and you thought I was being unfairly critical. We were both right.arrests and you thought I was being unfairly critical. We were both right.

“The reality is that those involved officers were doing what they were taught,” he“The reality is that those involved officers were doing what they were taught,” he

continued. “None of them were disciplined, but we changed our policies and ourcontinued. “None of them were disciplined, but we changed our policies and our

training. The results have been very positive. We are no longer seeing incidentstraining. The results have been very positive. We are no longer seeing incidents

where arrestees claim they were kicked or punched for non-aggressivewhere arrestees claim they were kicked or punched for non-aggressive

compliance.”compliance.”

But Ron Edwards, who spent five years as co-chair of the Minneapolis CivilianBut Ron Edwards, who spent five years as co-chair of the Minneapolis Civilian

Police Review Authority, said he was concerned over whether any real changesPolice Review Authority, said he was concerned over whether any real changes

had been made.had been made.

The memo, he said, “represents once again the city trying to backdate thoseThe memo, he said, “represents once again the city trying to backdate those

things it says … particularly to the communities of color, those things it is doingthings it says … particularly to the communities of color, those things it is doing

to correct the problem, to better relationships with the affected communities,to correct the problem, to better relationships with the affected communities,

and to reduce the casualties. I have known that much of that is not true. For fiveand to reduce the casualties. I have known that much of that is not true. For five

years, I listened to an administration that told us fairy tales.years, I listened to an administration that told us fairy tales.

“The fact that there has been no discipline, there has been no termination,“The fact that there has been no discipline, there has been no termination,

supports my statements that it was all a sham from the get-go,” said Edwards, asupports my statements that it was all a sham from the get-go,” said Edwards, a

frequent critic of Dolan.frequent critic of Dolan.

Bennett said the memo perhaps shows Dolan is aware the department neededBennett said the memo perhaps shows Dolan is aware the department needed

to make some changes.to make some changes.

“I think he has recognized the problem — they ought not be taught to kick“I think he has recognized the problem — they ought not be taught to kick

people about the head and shoulders, especially when there are sufficientpeople about the head and shoulders, especially when there are sufficient

number of officers available to control a subject … who really was not fightingnumber of officers available to control a subject … who really was not fighting

the police,” he said. “The blows appeared not only to me but to also other lawthe police,” he said. “The blows appeared not only to me but to also other law

enforcement representatives to be punitive rather than helpful in controllingenforcement representatives to be punitive rather than helpful in controlling

Jenkins. They formed the basis for Dolan’s original concern and my concern andJenkins. They formed the basis for Dolan’s original concern and my concern and

the FBI’s concern, as I understand it.”the FBI’s concern, as I understand it.”

David Hanners can be reached at 612-338-6516.David Hanners can be reached at 612-338-6516.
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